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Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) signals are useful for the condition monitoring of mechanical seals as tribological regimes affect the AE signatures. In this paper the investigation develops a mathematical model that can predict the energy of an AE signal under different tribological regimes. The developed model has been validated with experimental studies and satisfactory results have been perceived. Therefore, the model has strong potential to be used to obtain tribological behavior of mechanical seals and hence develop a reliable and accurate condition monitoring system under varying operating conditions.
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1 Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE), as an attractive method, has been proven to be sensitive to tribological behaviour of rotating machines such as journal bearings and mechanical seals. This includes identification of lubrication regimes [1,2], monitoring the sliding contact [3,4], investigation of the effect of working parameters [5, 6] and fault detection [7,8]. Since AE sensors measure the actual source mechanism itself, the application of acoustic emission for condition monitoring of other tribosystems such as wind turbines [9,10], gearboxes [11,12] and rolling element bearings [13,14] is also very popular.

As a tribosystem, Fig.1, mechanical seals are exposed to widely varying operating conditions, and hence may experience different tribological regimes i.e. boundary lubrication (BL), mixed lubrication (ML) and hydrodynamic lubrication (HL) regime depending on the operating conditions. The effect of operating conditions (e.g. load, rotational speed and viscosity) on tribological behavior of mechanical seals is characterised by well-known Stribeck curve, where
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coefficient of friction, \( f \), is plotted as a function of dimensionless duty parameter, \( G \), as shown schematically in Fig. 2.

![Schematic illustration of mechanical seals](image1)

**Fig.1.** Schematic illustration of mechanical seals

![Stribeck curve](image2)

**Fig.2.** Stribeck curve

Three main mechanisms may contribute to generation of tribological AEs in mechanical seals. In the hydrodynamic lubrication regime, the main sources of AE are viscous friction due to the shearing of lubricant layers at the sealing interface as well as elastic deformation of asperities due to flow induced vibrations. The latter type of AE source can be understood to be the effect of fluid stress field that cause an alternation between asperity deformation and recovery as moving asperities approach and leave the stationary asperities. Fluid stress field changes due to the fact that fluid pressure increases when the asperity is approached and decreases when the asperity is left behind [17, 18]. This leads to the development of a vibratory behaviour in the surface asperities that exhibits an analogous behaviour with direct asperity contact where local pressure fields develop around the surface asperities [19]. Under this condition ideally no asperity contact occurs, but the dynamic bending and reclamation of asperities produce AE waves due to the interactions between the micro asperities and high-pressure fluid flows, as illustrated in Fig.3 (a). Studies conducted by H. Towsyfyan [20] proved that flow induced vibration of asperities results in the generation of AE waves along with frictional heat. Details of this mechanism is beyond the concept of this paper, interested readers may refer to
references [20-23] for a comprehensive review and detailed discussion. At the meantime, friction-induced emissions in the lubricant film, confined between the mating surfaces, may occur which is referred to as viscous friction in this work. The friction response of such confined layers under shear stress can be complex and depends on the operating conditions, the nature of the surfaces and their mechanical and topographic characteristics, as well as the nature and shape of the confined fluid molecules [24-27]. These responses transmit energy from the flow to the surrounding solids as well as dissipating the kinetic energy of the flow as viscous shear stresses perform work. By either increasing the pressure or decreasing the speed, as it is characterised by Stribeck curve, the lubrication status becomes mixed lubrication or boundary lubrication regime in which the collisions of asperities can be more pronounced and thus produce AE responses that is well documented in the literature [28, 29]. As shown schematically in Fig.3 (b), the sliding movement of mating faces causes a dynamic bending load on contact asperities when a pair of asperities approach each other which then release when they leave the interaction zone.

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Elastic deformation of asperities in the sealing gap (a) Flow induced deformations. (b) Direct asperity contact
Above understandings reveal there is a good correlation between the working parameters of mechanical seals and AE signatures. However, the development of a theoretical model that can predict the level of an AE signal under different lubrication condition of mechanical seals, as a primary phase for accurate seal monitoring, has not yet been reported. This is of high importance to avoid premature failures of mechanical seals due to the transition between different tribological regimes. Moreover, any deviation from the predicted trend can be considered as a developing fault that is essential in many engineering applications. Therefore, it is necessary to model the tribological behaviour of mechanical seals operating based on nonlinear coupling between the sealed fluid and surface dynamics in order to develop more advanced AE based diagnostic technologies to improve the reliability of rotating machines operating with mechanical seals. This is more critical in the mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes where friction values depend on many complicated parameters such as roughness height, seal face material, contact load and sliding speed [15, 16].

This paper attempts to fill this gap and presents a model to correlate the level of AE signals to the tribological behaviour of mechanical seals based on the strain energy released during elastic deformation of surface asperities as well as viscous friction in the lubricant fluid. With the help of this model, it is possible to evaluate the lubrication condition through the AE measurement.

3. Mathematical Modelling

Several studies demonstrate that attempts have been made for modelling of AE excitations generated by direct asperity contact, which is considered conventionally as the main cause of all failures in sliding contact of mating surfaces [28-31]. AE signals generated during sliding contact of rotating machines are modelled mathematically using two general approaches. The first approach is integrating the friction force over the sliding distance $\int F \, ds$ [32-34]. The sliding distance in the collision of a pair of asperities is calculated based on the radius of the circular contact region (green area in Fig. 4). Since it is not possible to measure the actual radius of the circular contact region nor accurately calculate it based on the available theories, presenting the sliding distance in this way has not been well developed. Moreover, for micro scale contacts, the importance of the effect of adhesion on the contact area [31] is not considered in this approach and for that reason has been used less frequently.
Another approach is based on strain energy released during elastic deformation of the asperities. F. Y. Edward et al. [17] used the integration of contact load over elastic deflection of the asperities, $\int W \, d\delta$, to model the stored strain energy during sliding contact of mating surfaces as shown schematically in Fig. 5. In 2017, Sharma and Parey [29] applied this method to model the stored elastic energy for the asperity contact between the surfaces of inner race and outer race rolling element. In present paper, the latter approach is followed. However, the model will be developed based on the dynamic bending of surface asperities that is more consistent with the physics of sliding contact in mechanical seals.

Beside modelling the tribological AEs, it is also important to characterise them based on suitable features extracted from AE waveform. Research has been reported in the literature showing that a strong relationship exists between the root mean square (RMS) value of the AE signals, $V_{rms}$, and the multiple interactions between AE sources in the sliding contact [35-39]. This correlation has been demonstrated theoretically in the work of Sharma and Parey [29] as well as F.Y. Edward et al. [30] where it has been proven that the equation bellow is mathematically valid:

$$V_{rms} = \sqrt{\bar{U}_{AE}}$$

(1)
where $\hat{U}_{AE}$ is the energy excited by AE mechanisms.

### 3.1 Deformation Mechanic of Randomly Rough Surfaces

Based on the Greenwood and Williamson [40] approach the contact of two engineering flat surfaces with roughness $Rq_1$ and $Rq_2$ can be estimated by converting it into the contact between two surfaces; one is assumed smooth and the other is a rough surface with equivalent roughness $R_q = \sqrt{R_{q1}^2 + R_{q2}^2}$. Moreover, the probability that an asperity has a height between $z$ and $z + dz$ above the reference plane is defined as $f(z)$. Therefore, if two surfaces come together until their reference planes are separated by a distance $d$ then there will be a contact (shaded in Fig. 6) and the load is supported by those equivalent asperities whose height are originally greater than $d$. Thus the probability of making contact at any given asperity of height $z$ is [41, 42]:

\[
p(z > d) = \int_{d}^{\infty} f(z) dz
\]

(2)

![Fig. 6. The Greenwood and Williamson model for contact](image)

The maximum deflection in the contact area, $\delta$, as well as other deformation parameters and their relations are given by Hertz Equations [28-30,40,42,43]. It was assumed that the number of asperities per unit area is $D$, thus the expected number of contacts in any unit area is given by:

\[
n = D \int_{d}^{\infty} f(z) dz
\]

(3)
In case of flow induced asperity deformations, the contact mechanics of rough surfaces is not applicable. Hence, in this paper, the Greenwood and Williamson theory of contact model is adopted with new definitions. Based on Fig. 6, if the sealing gap is filled with the pressurised sealed fluid that moves with speed of $V$ and the reference plane of the mating faces are separated by a distance $d$ then there will be some flow induced deformations in those asperities whose height are originally greater than $d$. Hence the Eqs. (2) and (3) can be applied with the new definition. Here $p(z > d)$ is the probability of asperity deformation due to fluid flow at any given height of asperity and $n$ is the expected number of elastic asperity deformations in any unit area.

### 3.2 Modelling Asperity Elastic Deformation

In this section the AE energy discharge due to elastic deformation of equivalent asperities adopted from previous section is modelled step by step. This includes both asperity-asperity and fluid-asperity interactions.

#### 3.2.1 Calculation the friction force acting on a single asperity

Conventionally the tangential friction force in the sliding direction between a pair of asperities is described as follows [15]:

$$ F = \iint \tau \, dA $$

(4)

where $\tau$ is shear stress that acts on the area of $A$ from a single asperity. For the remainder of the paper, $A$ is substituted with $\pi r^2$ where $r$ is the average radius of an equivalent asperity given by Hertz theory. The shear stress in asperity-asperity ($a-a$) and fluid-asperity ($f-a$) interactions can be expressed by Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively:

$$ \tau_{a-a} = f \sigma $$

(5)

$$ \tau_{f-a} = \mu \frac{V}{h} $$

(6)

where $f$, $\sigma$, $\mu$ and $h$ are the coefficient of friction, the normal stress in a single asperity contact, sealed fluid viscosity and the lubricant film thickness around the asperities respectively.

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4) and rearranging the integral, the friction force acting on the free end of every single equivalent asperity is specified as follows:
\[ F_{a-a} = f W \]  

\[ F_{f-a} = \mu \pi \frac{V}{h} r^2 \]  

(7)  

where \( W \) is normal contact load between a pair of asperities. Since higher asperity peaks subject to more bending stress caused by fluid flow, \( h \) in Eq. (8) is substituted with \( \delta \) for the remainder of the paper. This implies that nonlinear interaction between the fluid flow and surface asperities is more significant for those asperities whose height is greater than \( d \), as already discussed in Fig. 6.

### 3.2.2 Calculation of the strain energy released due to bending of a single asperity

Assuming asperities behave like an end-loaded cantilever beam, the elastic strain energy released during the dynamic bending of a single equivalent asperity is given by (adopted from the theory of mechanics of materials [44]):

\[ U_{IAE} = \int \frac{\sigma_b^2}{2E} dV_a \]  

where \( E \) is equivalent elastic modulus given by Hertz theory, \( V_a \) is the volume of an equivalent asperity, and \( \sigma_b \) is the bending stress in deformation of an equivalent asperity that can be expressed as:

\[ \sigma_b = \frac{M y}{I} \]  

(10)

Where \( M \) is bending moment, \( y \) is distance from any point of the transverse section of bending to the neutral surface, and \( I \) is area moment of inertia. Setting:

\[ dV_a = dAdx \]  

(11)

Then the elastic strain energy released during the dynamic bending of any equivalent asperity with the height of \( x \) can be expressed as:

\[ U_{IAE} = \frac{1}{2E} \int \int \left( \frac{M y}{I} \right)^2 dA dx = \frac{1}{2EI} \int M^2 \, dx \]  

(12)
As it was assumed that elastic deformation (either due to direct contact or fluid flow) is more significant for those asperities whose heights is greater than \( d \), therefore set \( dx = d\delta \), the bending moment \( M \) can be evaluated by:

\[
M = F\delta
\]  

(13)

If friction force remains constant (that means deformation radius is smaller than a critical value [43]) during elastic deformation of asperities, substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12) and rearranging the integral gives:

\[
U_{iAE} = \frac{1}{2EI} \int (F\delta)^2 \text{d}\delta = \frac{F^2\delta^3}{6EI}
\]  

(14)

Substituting friction force, \( F \), from Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (14) results in elastic strain energy discharge for asperity-asperity (a-a) and fluid-asperity (f-a) interactions as following:

\[
U_{iAE\,(a-a)} = \frac{f^2W^2\delta^3}{6EI}
\]  

(15)

\[
U_{iAE\,(f-a)} = \frac{(\mu \pi Vr^2)^2 \delta}{6EI}
\]  

(16)

3.2.3 Calculation of the mean strain energy released due to bending of a single asperity

Since \( \delta = z - d \), thus the mean AE strain energy released in a single equivalent asperity deformation is given by:

\[
\overline{U}_{iAE\,(a-a)} = \frac{f^2W^2}{6EI} \frac{\int_d^\infty (z-d)^3 f(z) \text{d}z}{\int_d^\infty f(z) \text{d}z}
\]  

(17)

\[
\overline{U}_{iAE\,(f-a)} = \frac{(\mu \pi Vr^2)^2}{6EI} \frac{\int_d^\infty (z-d) f(z) \text{d}z}{\int_d^\infty f(z) \text{d}z}
\]  

(18)
3.2.4 Calculation of the total strain energy discharge

The total strain energy discharge in the elastic asperity deformations, $U_{AE}$, can be expressed as follows:

$$U_{AE} = A_a n \bar{U}_{\text{i AE}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $A_a$ is the apparent deformation area and $n$ is the number of deformations in unit area (given by Eq. (3)). Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (19), the total strain energy discharge is given as following:

$$U_{AE(a-a)} = A_a D \frac{f^2 W^2}{6EI} \int_{d}^{\infty} (z - d)^3 f(z) \, dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

$$U_{AE(f-a)} = A_a D \frac{(\mu \pi V r^2)^2}{6EI} \int_{d}^{\infty} (z - d) f(z) \, dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

3.2.5 Calculation of the mean discharge time

The time needed for an equivalent asperity discharge can be calculated when deformation distance is divided by the sliding speed. Deformation distance, $L$, is estimated based on the equation available for displacement of free end (or maximum deflection) of the cantilever beams [44] by setting the length of beam as $\delta$:

$$L = \frac{F \delta^3}{3EI}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (22), the deformation distance is given by:

$$L_{a-a} = \frac{f W \delta^3}{3EI} = \frac{f \sqrt{r} \delta^{9/2}}{3I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

$$L_{f-a} = \frac{\mu \pi V r^2 \delta^2}{3EI}$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

It is noted that in Eq. (24), $W$ was substituted with $\sqrt{r} E \delta^{3/2}$ from Hertz theory. The time needed for the discharge of an individual equivalent asperity deformation can be evaluated by the following expression:
\( t = \frac{2L}{V} \)  

(25)

Hence, Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (25) gives:

\[ t_{a-a} = \frac{2f \sqrt{r} \delta^{\frac{9}{2}}}{3IV} \]  

(26)

\[ t_{f-a} = \frac{2\mu \pi r^2 \delta^{2}}{3EI} \]  

(27)

Substituting \( \delta \) with \( z - d \), the mean elastic discharge time is specified by:

\[ \bar{t}_{a-a} = \frac{2f \sqrt{r} \int_{d}^{\infty} (z-d)^{\frac{9}{2}} f(z) dz}{3IV \int_{d}^{\infty} f(z) dz} \]  

(28)

\[ \bar{t}_{f-a} = \frac{2\mu \pi r^2 \int_{d}^{\infty} (z-d)^2 f(z) dz}{3EI \int_{d}^{\infty} f(z) dz} \]  

(29)

3.2.6 Calculation the rate of strain energy discharge

The total number of asperity deformations between two surfaces is expressed as follows:

\[ N_{tot} = A_p D \int_{d}^{\infty} f(z) dz \]  

(30)

In addition, an auxiliary function can be defined as [29,30,34]:

\[ F_n(d^s) = \int_{d^s}^{\infty} (z^s - d^s)^n \phi(z^s) dz^s \]  

(31)
where \( z^* = \frac{z}{Rq} \) and \( d^* = \frac{d}{Rq} \), and \( \phi(z^*) \) is the standard height distribution of asperities.

Eq. (31) indicates that \( F_n(d^*) \) is influenced by the surface separation \( d \) and the characteristics of surface topography. Research has shown that the separation \( d \) is also determined by the surface topography and is independent of the load applied [40].

During sliding contact of mating faces, part of the kinetic energy is converted to the AE signals and the remainder of it is eventually dissipates to the surroundings in the form of thermal energy. Therefore, supposing that a portion \( K_e \) of the elastic strain energy is converted to AE pulses and the gain of the AE measurement system is \( K_g \), dividing Eqs. (20) and (21) by Eqs. (28) and (29) respectively (and using Eqs. (30) - (31) to simplify the outcomes), the rate of strain energy release is given by:

\[
\dot{U}_{AE(a-a)} = K_e K_g \frac{N_{tot} f W^2 V F_3(d^*)}{4 E \sqrt{\frac{r}{2}}} \tag{32}
\]

\[
\dot{U}_{AE(f-a)} = K_e K_g \frac{\mu \pi r^2 N_{tot} V^2 F_1(d^*)}{4 F_2(d^*)} \tag{33}
\]

Eqs. (32) and (33) reveal that the release rate of elastic energy in dynamic bending of surface asperities is proportional to the number of asperity deformations, whether it is generated by direct asperity contact or by flow induced excitations. Moreover, the geometry of equivalent asperities, i.e. \( r \), affects the level of AE signals. Eq. (32) also confirms that the release rate of elastic energy in direct asperity contact is affected more by contact load rather than sliding speed. However, based on Eq. (33) sliding speed is more dominant in generating flow induced asperity excitations. In addition, as the term 'elastic' implies, the release rate of elastic energy in direct contact is affected by equivalent elastic modulus of mating asperities.

3.2.7 Calculation of the AE RMS

Substituting Eqs. (32) and (33) into Eq. (1) and considering the assumptions that have been made by F.Y.Edward et al.[30], the relationship between AE RMS value and the strain energy released can be expressed as following:

\[
V_{rms(a-a)} = \frac{W}{2 r^4} \sqrt{K_e K_g \frac{f N_{tot} V F_3(d^*)}{E F_9(d^*)}} \tag{34}
\]
The direct asperity contact model presented in Eq. (34) matches well with the experimental work of F.Y.Edward et al. [30], where the attempt was made to prove the linear relationship between the contact load, $W$, and RMS value of AE signals in unlubricated conditions (boundary lubrication regime). Moreover, it contains elastic properties and frictional characteristics of sliding contact that has been addressed less frequently in previous works.

### 3.3 Viscous Friction Model

Lebeck [45] used a finite volume of fluid bounded within two arbitrary surfaces to characterise the general lubrication theory at the sealing interface. Using the equations developed by Lebeck in [45], Towsyfyan [20] showed that the component of shear stress acting in the sliding direction, $\tau_{zx}$, is much greater than others. Therefore, the component of viscous friction force acting on any arbitrary differential element of fluid (Fig. 7) is given by:

$$dF = \tau_{zx} dA$$

(36)

![Fig. 7. Differential fluid element applied in viscous friction model](image)

Where $b$ is the seal width, $r_i$ and $r_o$ are the inside and the outside radius of the sealing interface respectively. $R$ and $\theta$ represent the components of polar coordinate. AE is generated by shear of the differential elements of the fluid layers in the sealing gap, Fig.8.
Supposing that a portion $K_e$ of the elastic strain energy is converted to AE pulses and the gain of the AE measurement system is $K_g$, the AE energy release rate at any arbitrary differential element of lubricant fluid can be evaluated by:

$$\dot{U}_{AE} = K_e K_g \int \int V dF$$

(37)

Substituting $dF$ from Eq. (36) into Eq. (37) and considering the maximum velocity component at sliding direction as $V$, rearranging double integral of Eq. (37) in polar coordinates will result in the rate of fluid born AEs in the sliding contact of mating surfaces:

$$\dot{U}_{AE} = K_e K_g \int_0^{2\pi_\theta} \int_0^\nu V \frac{\mu}{h} RdR d\theta = 2\pi K_e K_g \frac{\mu V^2}{h} r_m b$$

(38)

where $r_m$ is mean radius of sealing area. Substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (1) and define constant parameters as $K = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi K_e K_g b}{r_m}}$ reads:

$$V_{rms} = K \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{h}} V$$

(39)

Eq. (39) shows clearly that the viscous friction induced AE excitations are greater when rotational speed and lubricant viscosity are higher. However, this type of excitation has little connection with sealed pressure. It is immediately noted that the size of sealing gap, $h$, is a function of sliding speed itself, so that by increasing the sliding speed the size of sling gap is increased in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Therefore, flow induced asperity deformations remain the dominant AE source in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. In the mixed lubrication regime, however, the size of sealing gap is kept in the range of average
asperity heights and does not change significantly by the speed increase. Therefore it is logical to assume that by increasing the sliding speed in the mixed lubrication regime, the portion of viscous friction in an AE signal is increased.

4 Experimental Validation of the AE Model

Little information on condition monitoring of mechanical seals using industrial test rigs are available, e.g. see Ref [30]. In the literature most of the studies related to tribological AEs have been undertaken in the form of pin on disk or pin on cylinder in laboratories [46-48]. Fig. 9 shows the general view of the test rig designed and applied for condition monitoring of mechanical seals in this research. To ensure the test rig replicates the usual seal arrangement in practical applications such as pumps, real industrial mechanical seals rather than just pairs of face seal materials were employed.

![Test rig and auxiliary circulating system](image)

**Fig. 9.** General view of the mechanical seal test rig

An auxiliary circulating system was connected to the rig to pressurise the sealed fluid (water in this research) and take away the generated frictional heat as shown in Fig. 9. The auxiliary circulating system consists of several components such as (1) water container (2) circulating pumps, (3) radiator, (4) heat exchanger, (5) valves (6) cylinder of nitrogen gas to pressurise the water, (7) regulator on nitrogen cylinder (8) pressurised vessel, (9) pressure relief valve, (10) regulator and pressure sensor on the pressurised vessel and (11) flow meter, as arrowed in Fig. 10. Using this system, the tests were performed at a temperature around
Fig. 10. Different components of the auxiliary circulating system

A John Crane Type 1648 MP pusher cartridge mechanical seal and a stainless-steel tube formed a pressurised chamber as shown schematically in Fig. 11 (a). A WD S/N FQ36 AE sensor with an operating frequency range from 100 kHz to 1MHz was employed to obtain the AE signals, allowing high frequency events due to frictional process to be monitored. The AE sensor has been located on the seal cartridge, close to the AE sources, to gain optimal results as shown schematically in Fig. 11 (b). Based on the primary understandings of this research, this position of AE sensor is less affected by transmission path and wave distortion which are a major problem in AE applications. The signal from an AE sensor is amplified and acquired by a 2 MHz high speed data acquisition system with 16-bit resolution. To record operational parameter’s data such as rotational speed of shaft, temperature and sealed fluid pressure from related sensors, another 16-channel high speed data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 96 kHz has been used.

Fig. 11. Configuration of the sensors on the rig, (a) AE sensor on pressurised chamber (b) Schematic illustration of the sensors on the rig

To identify the AE frequency range that can separate the tribological AEs from the background noises (e.g. motor vibration and element contact of bearings), a set of experiments has been carried out. For instance seal free test, which refers to idling of the rig when the seals were removed, was conducted to investigate the effect of background noises on the AE signatures. It was found that the tribological AEs are located in the range of 270±35 kHz. Thus, a band pass filter was designed using MATLAB codes and applied to AE data for remainder of the
research. The details of such experiments are beyond the scope of present paper, interested readers are encouraged to see Ref [20] for more details.

Since mechanical seals are exposed to widely varying operating conditions during their service life, the experimental work in this research has been conducted at seven different sealed pressures from 2±0.05 bar to 8±0.05 bar with the step size of one bar, Fig. 12. For each load, the data has been recorded at ten different speeds of 120 rpm, 180 rpm, 240 rpm, 300 rpm, 360 rpm, 450 rpm, 600 rpm, 900 rpm, 1200 rpm and 1500 rpm to simulate different tribological regimes of mechanical seals. For each test AE raw signal was recorded continuously for 8 seconds.

**Fig.12.** Sealed pressure during the tests, based on pressure sensor data

To ensure that the surface topography of seal faces meets the manufacturer’s requirements, both rotating and stationary faces were examined before and after the tests, Fig. 13. It was proven that the seal faces were well polished and meet the requirements as prescribed in Appendix B. Also, no severe wear evidence was observed on completion of the tests.
4.1 The Influence of Sliding Speed on AE RMS

AE source mechanisms interact with each other under different tribological regimes. Hence it is necessary to combine the developed equations and propose a comprehensive model that can explain the tribological behaviour of mechanical seals operating in different lubrication regimes.

(a) Modelling the mixed lubrication regime

Define all constant parameters of Eq. (34) as

\[ K_1 = \frac{W}{2r^4} \sqrt{\frac{K_e K_\delta}{E F_s (d^v)}} \]  

(40)

The AE model presented in Eq. (34) can be simplified and expressed as:

\[ V_{rms} = K_1 \sqrt{N_{tot}} V \]  

(41)

In the mixed lubrication regime, direct asperity contact is confined by the shearing of lubricant between the mating asperities. Hence the theoretical model for the mixed lubrication regime is derived by considering the interaction of viscous friction and direct asperity collisions. Based on Eq. (38), the AE energy release rate generated by viscous friction increases with the sliding speed square. As it has been already discussed, see Section 3.3, other components of shear stress are negligible compared to the \( \tau_w \) that acts in the thickness direction of sealing gap. Therefore, it is logical to assume that the shearing rate of the lubricant film (confined between asperities in the ML region) is equal to the rate of asperity contact decrease. Consequently direct asperity collisions are limited with the same trend and hence the relationship between total number of contact asperities and sliding speed can be expressed as:

\[ N_{tot} = \frac{K_2}{V^2} \]  

(42)

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41) the relationship between AE RMS value and sliding speed in the mixed lubrication regime is prescribed by:

\[ V_{rms} = K_3 \sqrt{V} = K_3 V^{\frac{1}{2}} \]  

(43)
Eq. (43) reveals that in the mixed lubrication regime (if other parameters are kept constant), the RMS value of AE signal is proportional to the reciprocal of square root of sliding speed (in other words, sliding speed power of -0.5).

(b) Modelling the hydrodynamic lubrication regime

Define all constant parameters of Eq. (35) as:

\[ K_4 = \frac{r}{2} \sqrt{K_e K_s \mu \pi N_{tot} F_1(d^*)} \]

(44)

The AE model presented for the hydrodynamic lubrication regime is simplified as follows:

\[ V_{rms} = K_4 V \]

(45)

It is logical to assume that flow induced asperity deformation is dominant AE source mechanism, since the portion of viscous friction in an AE signal decreases when the size of sealing gap is increased in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime, as prescribed by Eq. (39).

Based on Eq. (45), a linear relationship exists between the sliding speed and the level of AE excitations in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. It should be immediately noted that by increasing the sliding speed beyond a threshold, the sealing gap is increased more than the norm and therefore the stress field of fluid is not strong enough to generate elastic deformation in the surface asperities any more. In Fig. 14, a comparison of AE RMS values is made between the measured signal and predicted values when the rig operates under different sealed pressures.

The actual rotational speed of shaft was calculated based on the analysis of encoder data at the mean diameter of sealing interface. To achieve this, MATLAB codes have been developed to calculate the rotational speed of shaft and then convert it into the sliding speed based on the geometry of the sealing gap. The encoder has been synchronized with AE sensor to allow more accurate investigation on tribological behaviour of mechanical seals.

The constant parameters of \( K_3 \) and \( K_4 \) are adopted to the model (Eqs. (43) and (45) respectively) by statistical analysis carried out in MATLAB on the measured signals. To achieve this the best curves, in the form of power trend, have been fitted on the measured signals and the constant values were extracted directly from the software for each simulation. These values are then fed into developed models to simulate the predicted signals.
Fig. 14 is tribologically meaningful as it clearly agrees with the Stribeck curve. As it is observed, mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes are identified using AE measurements. In addition, by increasing the sealed pressure, i.e. 8 bar, more direct asperity contact occurs and the boundary lubrication regime becomes dominant at lower speeds (i.e. speeds lower than 180 rpm).

Moreover, a good agreement is evident between the measured and predicted signals. It is clear that the developed models allow different tribological regimes to be indicated based on AE measurements that is critical in many engineering applications.
Fig. 14. The relationship between AE RMS value and sliding speed.
4.2 The Influence of Sealed Pressure on AE RMS

As prescribed by Eq. (34), AE RMS value is influenced by the contact load. However, this model cannot be applied to explain the recorded AE data since the load measured was the sealed fluid pressure rather than the load supported by asperity contacts. In general, it has been proven in the literature that the contact load is linearly proportional to the sealed pressure [20, 27]. This can be expressed mathematically as follows:

\[ W = \alpha P + \beta \]  

(46)

Where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are proportional constants. Substituting Eq. (46) for contact load into Eq. (34), and define all constant parameters as \( K_S \), gives:

\[ V_{rms} = K_S P + B \]  

(47)

Therefore, the AE RMS value varies linearly with the sealed pressure in mechanical seals. Fig. 15 presents the test results to validate the linear relationship between AE RMS value and sealed pressure when the seal operates at the constant speed of 120 rpm and under seven different loads, from 2 to 8 bar with the step size of 1 bar. It is logical to assume that running the rig at such a low rotational speed generates as many asperity collisions as possible.

![Graph showing relationship between AE RMS value and sealed pressure at 120 rpm](image)

Fig.15. The relationship between AE RMS value and sealed pressure at speed of 120 rpm

4.3 Model Response to the Failure of Mechanical Seals

Different mechanisms such as dry running, erosion and corrosion may contribute to any damage to the mating faces and reduce the sealing performance of a mechanical seal.
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Consequently, higher values of leakage rate occur especially in transition point between mixed to hydrodynamic lubrication regime where mechanical seals ideally operate. Under these conditions, if the sealed pressure drops to the minimum possible level and spring force is not powerful enough to compensate the opening forces, the opening forces overcome the closing forces and the mechanical seal fails. To demonstrate the efficiency of developed equations to diagnose such failure modes, some radial scratches were made on the mating ring as shown in Fig. 16. The smallest defect is only an artificially induced crack (approximately 6 mm length) and the biggest approximately 7×8 mm².

![Defective seal](image1)

![Scratches on stationary ring](image2)

![Schematic illustration of artificially induced damages](image3)

**Fig. 16.** Defective seal (a) Scratches on stationary ring (b) Schematic illustration of artificially induced damages.

In Fig. 17, a comparison of AE RMS values is made between the measured signals (from the defective seal) and predicted values (for the healthy case) when the rig operates under different sealed pressures. The constant parameters of $K_3$ and $K_4$ are adopted to the model (Eqs. (43) and (45)) by statistical analysis carried out in MATLAB on the recorded signals from the defective seal test.

A significant difference is evident between the predicted signal and the values obtained in defective seal test for the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Using Eq. (45), it was determined that a linear relationship exists between the sliding speed and RMS value of AE signals, this relationship has been validated in Section 4.1. However, that trend is not observed for the defective seal test. As illustrated in Fig. 17, if the seal had not failed, then it would have generate AE levels as high as the predicted values for the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. This gives good evidence to detect the leakage which mainly refers to the failure of a mechanical seal.
Fig. 17. The relationship between AE RMS value and sliding speed in defective seal.
However, based on Fig. 17, the predicted signals achieved for sliding speed in the mixed lubrication regime is very close to the measured values. This shows that tribological behaviour of the scratched seal is similar to the healthy seal in the mixed lubrication regime and hence the same model response was generated. It is clear that in the most cases, an increase in the RMS value of AE signals is evident at the lowest speed. This indicates that boundary lubrication is dominant due to excessive wear in the scratched area when the rig operates at the speeds lower than 180 rpm. This trend that has not been observed in Fig. 14 (except for 8 bar sealed pressure) allows severe wear to be identified at lower speeds.

5 Conclusion

The paper developed a comprehensive model of the AE energy discharge under different tribological regimes of mechanical seals. To achieve this, different AE source mechanisms i.e. asperity collision, viscous friction and flow induced asperity deformation have been modelled based on seal operating parameters. From the developed models it was found that in direct asperity contact, the RMS value of AE signals is proportional to the coefficient of friction, sliding speed and contact load. In viscous friction and flow induced AE discharges, the effect of sliding speed is more dominant. In both cases the root mean square of AE signals increases linearly with sliding speed, also it is proportional with the square root of fluid viscosity. In all developed equations, topography of the mating surfaces, the size of sealing gap and asperity height distribution, play a key role.

To derive a comprehensive model that can explain the tribological behaviour of mechanical seals in the mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes, the proposed equations for AE source mechanisms have been combined as the AE source mechanisms interact with each other under different tribological regimes. It has been proven that in the mixed lubrication regime the RMS value of AE signals is proportional to the sliding speed power of -0.5. In The hydrodynamic lubrication regime, however, a linear relationship was found between sliding speed and the AE RMS value if other parameters are constant. On this basis, any deviation from the predicted trends can be considered as a developing fault that may lead to failure of mechanical seals.

To demonstrate the efficiency of developed equations to diagnose failure of mechanical seals, some radial scratches were made on the mating ring to simulate leakage in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Based on the obtained results, a significant difference has seen observed
between the measured and predicted signals in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. This shows the strong potential of developed models to be used to obtain tribological behaviour of mechanical seals and hence to develop reliable condition monitoring system under wide varying operating conditions.
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### Appendix A: Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Area of a single equivalent asperity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_d$</td>
<td>Apparent deformation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Proportional constants/Constant parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Number of asperity summits per unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Elastic modulus/Hertzian contact elastic modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Frictional force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{(a-a)}$</td>
<td>Frictional force in asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{(f-a)}$</td>
<td>Frictional force in fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_e(d^*)$</td>
<td>Auxiliary function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Duty parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Area moment of inertia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1,2,...}$</td>
<td>Proportional constants/Constant parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_e$</td>
<td>The portion of the elastic strain energy that is converted to AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_g$</td>
<td>The gain of AE measurement system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Deformation distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{(a-a)}$</td>
<td>Deformation distance in asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{(f-a)}$</td>
<td>Deformation distance in fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{tot}$</td>
<td>Total number of asperity deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Dynamic bending moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(z &gt; d)$</td>
<td>The probability of asperity deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Radius of the curvature in the deformation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Rq$</td>
<td>Root mean square roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{AE}$</td>
<td>AE energy released by acoustic emission sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{U}_{AE} )</td>
<td>Rate of AE energy released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{U}_{AE(a-a)} )</td>
<td>Rate of AE energy released by asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{U}_{AE(f-a)} )</td>
<td>Rate of AE energy released by fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_{iAE} )</td>
<td>AE energy released by a single asperity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_{iAE(a-a)} )</td>
<td>AE energy released by asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_{iAE(f-a)} )</td>
<td>AE energy released by fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{U}_{AE(a-a)} )</td>
<td>Mean AE strain energy released by asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{U}_{AE(f-a)} )</td>
<td>Mean AE strain energy released by fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{U}_{AE(a-a)} )</td>
<td>Total strain energy discharge in asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{U}_{AE(f-a)} )</td>
<td>Total strain energy discharge in fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>Sliding speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{a} )</td>
<td>Volume of an equivalent asperity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{rms} )</td>
<td>RMS value of AE signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{rms(a-a)} )</td>
<td>RMS value of AE signal by asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{rms(f-a)} )</td>
<td>RMS value of AE signal by fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>Contact load in asperity collision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>Seal width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>Distance between the reference planes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>Coefficient of friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>Lubricant film thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>Number of asperity deformation in any unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Average radius of an equivalent asperity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_i )</td>
<td>Inside radius of sealing interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_o )</td>
<td>Outside radius of sealing interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_m )</td>
<td>Mean radius of sealing area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Sliding distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time needed for the discharge of asperity deformations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{(a-a)}$</td>
<td>Time needed for the discharge of asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{(f-a)}$</td>
<td>Time needed for the discharge of fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{t}$</td>
<td>Mean time needed for the discharge of asperity deformations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{t}_{(a-a)}$</td>
<td>Mean time for the discharge of asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{t}_{(f-a)}$</td>
<td>Mean time for the discharge of fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z(x)$</td>
<td>Height of surface profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ and $\beta$</td>
<td>Proportional constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(z^*)$</td>
<td>Standard height distribution of asperities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Elastic deflection of the asperities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Normal pressure in a single asperity contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_b$</td>
<td>Normal stress in bending of an equivalent asperity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{(a-a)}$</td>
<td>Shear stress in asperity-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{(f-a)}$</td>
<td>Shear stress in fluid-asperity interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{zx}$</td>
<td>Component of shear stress acting in the sliding direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

Results of surface roughness measurements

Results of surface roughness measurements are presented in Tables B.1 and B.2.

Table B. 1 The results of roughness measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Ra of stationary ring (µm)</th>
<th>Ra of rotating ring (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before tests</td>
<td>After Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0229</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B. 2 The results of waviness measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>W_t of stationary ring (µm)</th>
<th>W_t of rotating ring (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before tests</td>
<td>After Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1383</td>
<td>0.0677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td>0.0660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1286</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1011</td>
<td>0.0732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1263</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1212</td>
<td>0.0828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.1401</td>
<td>0.0726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.1373</td>
<td>0.0646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The paper developed a comprehensive model of the AE energy discharge under different tribological regimes of mechanical seals. To achieve this, different AE source mechanisms i.e. asperity collision, viscous friction and flow induced asperity deformation have been modelled based on seal operating parameters.

To derive a comprehensive model that can explain the tribological behaviour of mechanical seals in the mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes, the proposed equations for AE source mechanisms have been combined as the AE source mechanisms interact with each other under different tribological regimes.

It has been proven that in the mixed lubrication regime the RMS value of AE signals is inversely proportional to the squared root of sliding speed. In The hydrodynamic lubrication regime, a linear relationship was found between sliding speed and the AE RMS value if other parameters are constant. On this basis, any deviation from the predicted trends can be considered as a developing fault that may lead to failure of mechanical seals.

To demonstrate the efficiency of developed equations to diagnose failure of mechanical seals, some radial scratches were made on the mating ring to simulate leakage in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Based on the obtained results, a significant difference has been observed between the measured and predicted signals in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime.